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About This Game

��THE GATES OF HELL�� have opened, the Infinite Skeleton Hell Army from Hell has began the Ultimate Invasion World
leaders come together to combat the Skeleton Menace , you stand alone... The Last anime of a time long passed .... Use your

ULTIMATE PUNCH and send the Evil Giant Skeletone Head and his army back skeleton hell

���������� B.E.N.B.O QUEST ���������� ����������  is the hot new indie retro anime pixel platformer that all the cool kids are talking
about. Smash your way through a handful of levels and defeat all of the bad dudes, look trust me when i tell you this,

Hot Features:

 Hot Features

 Engaging world full of Cool Skeleton Enemies.
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 A narrative-driven, single-player action platformer, with a charming cast of diverse characters and a touching story of
self-discovery.

 Find the hidden guys??

 Fight the Super Skeleton(s) with your ULTIMATE ATTACKS.

"Dazzling pixel art just like your favorite super nontonder gamers tat you played when
you were 24" ~ Vine2D

"Dude put me in the steam page" ~ BaconPal

"あなたがこれを読んでいるなら、ゲイがいる" ~ Sakurai
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Title: SUPER BENBO QUEST: TURBO DELUXE
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Thumbtack
Publisher:
Thumbtack
Release Date: 8 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: 2GHz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: Any

Storage: 50 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

Additional Notes: no

English
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It needs more scenery and options for fireworks but overall its cool the graphics are nice considering its a simulator. No coop. so
no fun. only deathmatch, that is called coop, you for real???? dont waste your time unless you wanna play single... While the
campaign is short it's fun and the survival mode provides a lot of replayability. Each play through there are different enemies at
different stages which keeps it refreshing. To progress far in survival mode does take some luck since boss spawns are random
so you have to decide on upgrading defenses or your own weapon and it seems like each time I "saved for just one more round"
I got stuck with a boss and would usually die. The game can be frustrating but in a way that makes you want to keep going back
because you know you can do better next time. I think the game is polished and provides entertainment for the price. If you ever
find the game on sale it's a no-brainer but I think the $5 price tag is still OK compared to other $5 games out there.

For a in-depth review check out:
http://levelheadedgamer.com/pixel-gladiator-game-review/. This game is for experienced lane defense gamers. It is not a tower
defense game. It is a twitch based lane defense game on steroids. This game will test your mouse reflex skills to the extreme
limits. Maybe even break a mouse or two! lol There is no rest for the wicked in this game! There is too much going onscreen all
at once to enjoy the game for even a minute for me.

Don't let this discourage you from buying the game though. It might be an extreme challenge, but it seems professionally made
and has great support from the devs! It's got great art and good RPG elements. I'm just getting old and slow. I would have loved
this game when I was younger and my reflexes were faster.

I only recommend this game to experienced twitch based lane defense gamers. It's fast. Wickedly fast!. Pretty good twitchy
platformer with magnets and deadly spikes. Levels are varied and pretty short, so even though you die a lot, the game is relaxing
rather than frustrating. The main attraction is the fluid and imprecise movement from one magnet to another - so it doesn't feel
like it's "on rails". Sometimes you use magnets as catapults, and sometimes you swing on them. The look and feel are unique and
pretty nice.. The part where they fighteded waz relly intnse and i hed alotta fun wathing thissss actshion pakked amzing siriz,
123456789/10 Wood watch aggeeennn
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Half Life, if it had the worst voice work ever seen upon this earth. An incredible experience.

"FOR A GOOD CAUSE OF MAN". I've played These Nights in Cairo first not knowing this studio also had another game. I
finally decided to give it a try.

Pro :
- Pretty artstyle and attractive character designs
- Nice backgrounds and unlockable scene's
- Interesting lore and world building. I'd like more games of this studio set in this world in the future.

Cons :
- The music was forgetable and the background noises were too loud and distracting
- The overall story doesn't change much depending on which romance option you pick
- Not enough depth and character development, all the guys were typical stereotypes
- The mystery element was predictable
- It was too short

Despite the cons I'd still recommend this game. It was fun to play and skip option made it easy to get all the endings without
having to go through it all repeadedly.. I regret this purchase like I regret breathing through my nose inside a port-o-potty.. I've
been playing this game for almost 5 hours and have been enjoying it greatly. I'm not a hardcore tactical gamer but I have
enjoyed playing XCOM enemy within and XCOM2.

The things I like most about Shock Tactics is the level design. The levels are very unique interesting and reminiscient of
contruction sites. The levels often include enemies in an elevated position that I'm forced to assault.

So far, I also like the pacing of the game. I've cleared most of the levels I've played in about 20 minutes which is the right lenght
of time for me. Certain story missions take longer which I think helps to emphasize their importance in the story.

. After some time looking at the season pass content, I think I can confidently say it's more content but not more quality. If
you're on the fence, it's probably not worth it.

If you love SCVI and are hungry for more options no matter how few, then it'll be worth it. Maybe not worth the price tag, as
what seems like a large number of items actually doesn't end up feeling like many more options, but it does include some of the
better and more interesting pieces. But chances are, if you're that person, you already own this.

If you merely liked SCVI and you're wondering if a few new characters and items will make the game better, it wont. In other
games DLC can change gameplay or add entirely new genres of visuals. The season pass is just familiar content. It's some more
nondescript armor pieces, some more European fantasy fashion, some more skimpy clothes. A lot of it seems to just be old
content brought back, nothing new. The new character move sets might mean something to serious competitive players, but to a
more casual player it wont feel that different from what's already there. Even the 2b moves just doesn't feel that unique.

There's still one more character to go, but it feels safe to bet it wont be anything shocking. It'll be an old character like
Cassandra or some other video game character who uses melee or magic in ways we already see. Whatever the character, their
outfit wont dramatically open up creative options. Honestly even if it was a very interesting character from a game with
interesting mechanics, it feels safe to say in SCVI they would amount to more melee in a costume.

You get the feeling the current development for the game is by design of a very very limited scope. Cheap, quick visual content
pumped out to get some more money out of more dedicated players hungry for more. That we're not going to see anything new..
I have one word about this game: HARD.
At first I thought this game was a little boring at the beginning, because whenever I found a mate another male ruins it or my
character gets killed.
But I soon learned how to play it easily, and its fun now. I never beat the full game, but its still kinda fun.
I got it during the winter sale so I didn't pay the full price, but the devs derserve the money of the full price....
. Whats good everyone, i just want everyone to know this game is ♥♥♥♥in great! So far i have logged 27 hours!!! I must admit
that I am loving this game. For a long time now I have been looking for a way to play a nice old school RPG, like the ones i
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grew up on, well this game delivers 100%!!! The game's story is great! It's a nice new and fresh story line that i'm really sinking
my teeth into, and it's truly engrosing! The game mechanics are perfect, just like Final Fantasy 3, yet different in it's own subtle
ways, making a great and unique game to play. There are tons of hidden gems in this game to find as well, they can be difficult
to find, but remember all things worth while are difficult! I will be posting more reviews as I progress through the game, so for
now that's what I got for ya! I hope everyone enjoys this game as much as i do! Play on MoFo's!. Just boring. There is only one
game and its all chance based. The first time I played the Computer got 3 rerolls in a row then 2 in a row the next round. I get 2
rerolls in the whole game. There is no challenge. Its fun for a few minutes then your wishing you were playing a real game..
Nice small VN in AliceWonderlands setting I enjoied playing with my younger sister.
On the plus side:
- Story is interesting and coherent to initial book atmosphere
- Graphics are fair for the genre
Cons:
Battle is not my fruit here
Scaling of text is kind of unusual
Clicking only on buttons rather than whole screen seems strange.

Overall, nice experiecne.. Interesting concept, even if the physics can be a bit simple and frustrating. However, I would only
purchase if you intend to play with friends. The game is best with at least 4 players and there's rarely anyone online.
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